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Unleash your inner diva by floating these items around the house
—Sherryl White
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Byredo Travel-Size Perfume and Case
The scent of a woman plays a big part in creating a lasting impression.
To ensure that you will never be forgotten, Ben Gorham, a master of
inventing beautifully memorable parfums, created this distinctive travelsize fragrance with leather-wrapped carrying case. Byredo travel perfume,

3 x 12ml eau de parfum refills, $110; Byredo leather travel case, $120,
Barneys New York, Beverly Hills, 310-276-4400, byredo.com

Azadeh Shladovsky Diva Stool
Long-haired Patagonian sheepskin is given the star treatment in the making of the Diva Stool. It calls to mind a plush
and playful powder puff, and becomes a statement-making
dressing stool. Diva Stool by Azadeh Shladovsky, $6600,

Jean de Merry, WeHo, 323-655-9193, jeandemerry.com
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Just One Eye Brass
Crescent Floor Lamp
This beauty is exclusively designed to
keep everything
looking vibrant as the
earth moves under
your feet. Just One

Eye brass crescent
floor lamp, $5950,
exclusive to Just One
Eye, LA, 888-5636858, justoneeye.com
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Rosado feather
cuff bracelet,
$168,000,
Maxfield, LA,
310-274-8800,
maxfieldla.com

Joyce Makitalo Bishophead calyx,
$2400, A’maree’s, Newport Beach,
949-642-4423, amarees.com
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Koket Gilt Mirror
Hammered golden metal creates this
audacious mirror. The bold proportions
and spiked edges beckon your inner siren.

Koket gilt mirror, $5620, Koket, Manassas,
VA, 703-369-3324, bykoket.com
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Joyce Makitalo
Bishophead Calyx
Inspired by ancient church artifacts, the artist set serpentine,
amethyst, agate and pearls into
her 24K gold-plated goblet, imbuing it with an otherworldy finish.

Wilfredo Rosado
Feather Cuff
Handmade
diamondstudded bracelet
with feathers
produced at
renowned Maison
Lemarié atelier
in Paris. Wilfredo

Glenmorangie Pride
This resplendent single
malt whisky is brought to
you after 28 years in the making
by the leaders of luxury at LVMH. The
seductive container is reminiscent of a perfume
bottle, and rightfully so—its heady aroma entices with a lush combination of poached pears,
baked pineapple sponge, demerara sugar, nutmeg and aniseed. Glenmorangie Pride, $3600,

The Wine Merchant, Beverly Hills, 310-2786158, beverlyhillswinemerchant.com
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Joyce Makitalo Bird of
Prey Argente Minaudiere
Minaudieres were initially
designed as beautiful objects
to hold precious things. These
“little boxes” made their way
outside and became clutches that contain a woman’s lifeline at a soirée. Here’s
a stunning example. Joyce Makitalo

Bird of Prey argente minaudiere, $2100,
A’maree’s, Newport Beach, 949-6424423, amarees.com

Koket Temptation Dressing Table
The fittingly named Temptation Dressing Table by Koket
boasts many stimulating details: drawers wrapped in bronze
metallic embossed python lamb skin, and bronze crystal
drawer pulls. Koket Temptation dressing table, $5400, Koket,

Manassas, VA, 703-369-3324, bykoket.com

